
A State Machine Language Supporting Integer InequalitiesImplemented with Ordered Ternary Decision DiagramsGlenn Jennings, Per Lindgren and Joachim IsakssonDivision of Computer EngineeringLule�a Institute of TechnologyS-971 87 Lule�a, Swedenglenn@sm.luth.seAbstractA state-machine language supporting both integerand Boolean input and output signals permits uni-�ed description throughout the design process, per-mits rapid interactive debugging, generates e�cientbehavioral simulation code, and produces compactbut non-compromised output for logic optimization.The compiler is built upon Ordered Ternary DecisionDiagrams, which insures correct simulation behaviorin the presence of \unknown" input values. Mappingof integer tests into OTDDs, and the e�ects of OTDDbit ordering on simulation code size and e�ciency, arebriey discussed.1 IntroductionThe �rst step toward an optimized PLA or logic struc-ture is the compilation of the designer's original sym-bolic description. However, the compiler is more thanjust the front-end to the logic optimizer, it is the �rstline of defense as well. If the compiler is ine�cient,then it will be slow in detecting logical errors, such asthe error shown in Figure 1. This would decrease theproductivity of the designer, who must be allowed toiterate rapidly until the description contains no moresuch errors. The compiler must also deliver the de-scription to the optimizer in as minimal a format aspossible so as to avoid overloading the optimizer, butat the same time it must not attempt any optimiza-tions itself, that is, it must not remove any of the op-portunities for optimization which are present in theoriginal description.Finally, if the compiler is also part of a simulationenvironment, then it may have the task of quickly gen-

erating e�cient behavioral code from the designer's de-scription. In that case the compiler may choose toavoid the optimizer altogether, since good optimizersseldom have fast execution times. Therefore the bur-dens on the compiler are not only considerable, butas seen in the list above, they can even be in conictwith one another.We encountered all of those requirements, and asif those were not enough, it also appeared that wehad to work in both Boolean and integer domains.This is because our compiler is part of a register trans-fer level synthesis environment called GRTL [Jen91a][Jen91b] which allows circuit interconnections (that is,\signals") to be of type integer as well as bits (or vec-tors of bits). The integer signal abstraction has provenvaluable to us in the early stages of design, since it al-lows us to specify a signal even though we do not yetknow how many bits that signal is going to require.;-----------------------------------; example. 4 bits in, 7 bits out.;IFIN 1XX0 OUTPUT 110XXXXIFIN 00XX OR X110 OUTPUT XX10X01OTHERWISE OUTPUT 01X10X1
Figure 1: This typical state machine language tests the
four-bit input vector against conditions which divide
the 24 = 16 possible configurations into three sets, each
set having its own seven-bit output vector. “X” means
“don’t care.” Note that the first two sets overlap (“1110”
belongs to both sets), which must be detected by the state
machine language compiler.
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Figure 2: Simple Ordered Ternary Decision Diagrams.
To left: the identity function for variable xi. To right:
the function (x1^x2)_x4.This means that, at the early stages of the designprocess, there may be integer signals appearing as in-put or output signals to state machine descriptionsand other functional entities which are ultimately tobe implemented as PLA or optimized Boolean logic.Therefore the designer must be able to manage inte-ger inputs and outputs in combination with Booleaninput and outputs, for these early component descrip-tions. Not only are there integer abstractions, butin both integer and Boolean domains there are valueswhich represent \unknown" values during (multival-ued) simulation, as in [L+88] where such a value isused as the initial simulation value for all binary sig-nals. Current languages such as VHDL would forcethe designer to write in a tedious behavioral style (asin Figure 7). This not only frustrates the interfaceto the implementation tool, but it is also contraryto the long tradition among digital designers of us-ing high-level �nite state machine languages [BC87].What we needed was to combine that tradition to-gether with the idea of integer signal abstraction, andfurthermore make automatic provision for handling\unknown" values in both domains. In that way, asinteger signals were resolved into Boolean signals, onlyincremental changes would need to be made to a singledescription (as in Figure 3) which otherwise remainscommon and largely intact throughout the entire de-sign process.We succeeded in handling this, which we reporthere as the GRTL state machine language calledGPLA. We were able to implement this entirely inthe Boolean domain, which allowed us to make useof Ordered Ternary Decision Diagrams (henceforth

OTDDs) (see Figure 2). These are closely related tothe highly e�cient OBDDs described in [Bry86]. Theresult is that GPLA has exceeded all our performanceexpectations while meeting all of the conicting re-quirements mentioned above.2 The Speci�cation LanguageThe language itself has a conservative PLA-type spec-i�cation format, where the collection of input vectorsare tested against constant conditions, and outputcon�gurations (including \next state") are speci�edfor each such condition, similar to the style of Fig-ure 1. We must also be able to test integer input sig-nals against integer expressions as seen in Figure 3.The actual grammar of GPLA (implemented with thehelp of the UNIX utility yacc) is shown in abbrevi-ated form in Figure 4. In Figure 3 we see the �rst �velines declare the names, types, and (if of type binary)the widths of the logical signals, and whether they areinput or output signals. After this follows a descrip-tion of a state machine having two states, and eachstate has a conditional structure (if... elsif... else).INSIG int_in INTEGERINSIG bin_in BINARY 5INSIG isig INTEGEROUTSIG int_out INTEGERSTATESIGS int_in int_outON (bin_in == '--0-1) ->GOTO state_astate_a :IF isig > 2 ->REPEATELSIF (isig < 7) & (isig > 1) ->NEXTELSE REPEATIF isig <= 2 ->REPEATELSIF isig != 4 ->GOTO state_aELSE REPEAT
Figure 3: A two-state FSM description with integer
state signals (current state = “int in” and next state =
“int out”) and two additional input signals, one binary
(“bin in”) and one integer (“isig”). Only the first state
is symbolically named (“state a”). An overriding ON-
condition appears before the first state.



It is the management of the input signal value spacethat is of interest to us here. In essence we wish toconcatenate both the input state signal with the otherincoming signals into one long vector, which would de-�ne for us the possible con�gurations we can expectplaline �j insig id integer j insig id binary exprj outsig id integer j outsig id binary exprj vector id binlist j vector id boutlistj condition id condj set id outlistj statesigs int in id int out idj statesigs bit in id bit out idj onstatej statestate slabel sbodyslabel �j id :j others :sbody uncond j ifworkifwork if ifbody ifrestifbody cond 7! sbodyifrest moreif else sbodymoreif � j moreif elsif ifbodyonstate on cond 7! unconduncond stub j outseq actionj outseq j actionoutseq donotcare j outlistaction goto idj next j repeatcond cond2 j cond2 _ cond2cond2 cond3 j cond3 � cond3cond3 cond4 j cond4 ^ cond4cond4 cond5 j cond5 n cond5cond5 cond6 j : cond6cond6 int in id = expr j int in id 6= exprj int in id > expr j int in id � exprj int in id < expr j int in id � exprj expr > int in id j expr � int in idj expr < int in id j expr � int in idj cond id j bit in idj bit in id = cube j bit in id 6= cubej ( cond )outlist outs outs2outs2 � j outlistouts int out id := expr j set idj bit out id j : bit out idj bit out id := cube j ( outlist )binlist u linb bin2bin2 � j binlistu linb bit in id [ expr ] j bit in idj bit in id [ expr : expr ]boutlist u loutb bout2bout2 � j boutlistu loutb bit out id [ expr ] j bit out idj bit out id [ expr : expr ]expr expr2j expr + expr2 j expr � expr2expr2 expr3 j � expr3expr3 integer literal j ( expr )
Figure 4: From the “yacc” grammar for GPLA.

(Figure 5). This is complicated by two things: �rst,the binary signals arriving into the simulation modelof the code of Figure 3 are essentially three-valued (1,0, and X indicating an unknown value), the latterwhich we do not permit to be tested for explicitly.Second of course is that part of our concatenated in-put vector consists of integer signals (Figure 5) so thatwe do not yet know how many bits those signals ac-tually occupy. Furthermore during simulation, anyinteger value in the range of the machine could ap-pear at that input, and there are reserved integer val-ues which represent integer unknown. It is this mixedinteger-Boolean value space which must be managedby GPLA.3 Mapping to OTDDsIt is the conventional expression style of the languagethat enables us to solve this management problem en-tirely in the Boolean domain. Whenever an integercomparison occurs in the input text description, itconsists of an integer signal being compared to an in-teger expression whose value is known (constant) dur-ing compilation. This is apparent from the grammarin Figure 4. We make use of this by making two passesover the text description. On the �rst pass we iden-tify all the integer values which occur in comparisonsagainst each integer signal. For example, in Figure 3we can see that signal \isig" is involved in comparisonsagainst the integers 1, 2, 4 and 7. These four integerspartition the set of integers into eight regions, see Fig-ure 5. If we assign a Boolean label to each such integerregion, then that label requires only three bits to rep-resent. In this way we have established a mappingfrom integer to Boolean domains, and in Figure 5 weallocate three OTDD bits to the representation of in-teger signal \isig." If the input state is represented byan integer signal, then in the �rst pass we count thenumber of states, and then create a similar mappingbased on that count.At the end of the �rst pass, the total number ofOTDD bits is known, see Figure 6. An ordering forthose bits is then chosen (see Section 5 below), andthen a second pass over the text description is madeto encode the input conditions as OTDDs. The applyfunction [Bry86] allows us to deal with very complexexpressions very e�ciently; we support logical and,or, not, exclusive-or, and set di�erence opera-tors, see Figure 4. Once these are built, we makethe \OTDD pass" (Figure 6) based entirely on OTDDcomputations, which checks the description for valid-ity. Overlaps of the type shown in Figure 1 (as well as
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Figure 5: To the left of this Figure is the conceptual input vector formed by concatenating the inputs for the GPLA
description in Figure 3; no ordering among the inputs is implied. Fragments of that vector are in the integer domain,
but by analysis of the text description, the integer space belonging to each integer input signal can be broken up into
a finite, and usually small, number of partitions. Determining the number of partitions for each integer input signal
allows GPLA to allocate a number of bits to that signal in order to represent it in the OTDDs for the entire input
vector, that is, in the Boolean domain. A unique bit configuration is then assigned to each partition of the integer
domain, as shown to the right of the Figure.empty input condition sets) are detected here, and theportion of the input vector still unused is computed.In the end the entire description is reduced to a set ofpairs (A;B) where in each pair, the input condition Ais represented by an OTDD, and the output con�gura-tion B for that condition is represented in a canonicalform. All of the A members represent mutually exclu-sive fragments of the input vector (Figure 5). A com-pression pass follows in which all pairs having identicaloutput members B are combined; this does not com-promise opportunities for optimization, since all A aregrtl_pla starting:filename: e.plaparsing completed: 0.07 secfirst pass completed: 0.01 secnumber of otdd bits: 10second pass completed: 0.06 secotdd pass completed: 0.07 seccompression completed: 0.05 sec 2 casescode text generated: 0.75 secwriting code file: e.ccode file written: 0.25 secmemory nodes used: 546grtl_pla successful: 1.28 sec total
Figure 6: Execution statistics on a Sun 4 ELC SPARC-
station for the compiling of the description in Figure 3
into the C code of Figure 7.

disjoint, and combined B are identical; but this min-imizes the size of the compiler output. If producingsimulation code only, a more aggressive compressioncan be applied. All that remains is to emit the com-pressed pairs (A;B) more or less directly as simulationcode, or else into the form expected by the optimizer(which we allow only when there are no integer sig-nals in the description, see Figure 8). However, thecompiler is not allowed to perform state assignment,which is a task belonging to the optimizer. Thereforestate names are emitted symbolically, or in the case ofsimulation code, encoded provisionally. This of courseplaces a severe restriction on the compression pass.4 Validations and ResultsWe developed an \integer-PLA" test suite rangingfrom very simple state-free logic, to very complex �-nite state machines which combined integer-signal andbit-signal test conditions together. The suite includedsome smaller PLAs to test simple Boolean composi-tions (xor; not; or; and:::), for example$if NOT ((P < 4) XOR (Q > 7)) $then ..Each member in the test suite was processed by theinteger-supporting OTDD-based implementation, andthe resulting simulation code was compiled and sub-jected to a number of di�erent tests.



#include <stdio.h>#define MX 2147438647int e (INT IN,BIN IN,ISIG,INT OUT)int INT IN;char *BIN IN; /* 5 bits */int ISIG;int *INT OUT;f 0: G IDRIVE(INT OUT,(-MX));1: if (BIN IN[2] == '0') fif (BIN IN[0] == '0') fif ((ISIG >= 5)jj(ISIG == 3)jj(ISIG == -MX)) f goto 3; /* int in */g else if ((ISIG == 4)jj(ISIG <= 1)) fif ((INT IN == 1)) f goto 2;g else goto 3; /* int in */g else if ((ISIG == 2)) fif (((INT IN >= 0)&&(INT IN <= 1))) f goto 2;g else goto 3; /* int in */g else goto 3; /* isig */g else if (BIN IN[0] == '1') f goto 3;g else f /* X */if ((ISIG >= 5)jj((ISIG >= 2)&&(ISIG <=3))jj(ISIG == -MX)) f goto 3; /* int in */g else if ((ISIG == 4)jj(ISIG <= 1)) f goto 3; /* int in */g else goto 3; /* isig */ gg else if (BIN IN[2] == '1') fif ((ISIG >= 5)jj(ISIG == 3)jj(ISIG == -MX)) f goto 3; /* int in */g else if ((ISIG == 4)jj(ISIG <= 1)) fif ((INT IN == 1)) f goto 2;g else goto 3; /* int in */g else if ((ISIG == 2)) fif (((INT IN >= 0)&&(INT IN <= 1))) f goto 2;g else goto 3; /* int in */g else goto 3; /* isig */g else f /* X */if ((ISIG >= 5)jj((ISIG >= 2)&&(ISIG <=3))jj(ISIG == -MX)) f goto 3; /* int in */g else if ((ISIG == 4)jj(ISIG <= 1)) f goto 3; /* int in */g else goto 3; /* isig */ g2: G IDRIVE(INT OUT,(1)); return;3: if (BIN IN[2] == '0') fif (BIN IN[0] == '0') fif ((ISIG == 2)jj(ISIG == MX)jj(ISIG == -MX)) f goto 6; /* int in */g else if ((ISIG >= 5)jj(ISIG == 3)) fif (((INT IN >= 0)&&(INT IN <= 1))) f goto 5;g else goto 6; /* int in */g else if ((ISIG == 4)jj(ISIG <= 1)) fif ((INT IN == 0)) f goto 5;g else goto 6; /* int in */g else goto 6; /* isig */g else if (BIN IN[0] == '1') f goto 5;g else goto 4; /* X */g else if (BIN IN[2] == '1') fif ((ISIG == 2)jj(ISIG == MX)jj(ISIG == -MX)) f goto 6; /* int in */g else if ((ISIG >= 5)jj(ISIG == 3)) fif (((INT IN >= 0)&&(INT IN <= 1))) f goto 5;g else goto 6; /* int in */g else if ((ISIG == 4)jj(ISIG <= 1)) fif ((INT IN == 0)) f goto 5;g else goto 6; /* int in */g else goto 6; /* isig */g else goto 4; /* X */5: G IDRIVE(INT OUT,(0)); return;6: ; /* fall through */4: G IDRIVE(INT OUT, MX); return;g /* end e */
Figure 7: Simulation code machine-generated by GPLA
for the example in Figure 3.Since it is conceptually impossible (and even inpractice, impractical) to exhaustively apply all pos-sible integer values to each integer input signal, weinstead selected a range of integer values which \cov-ered" the domain of values used in the PLA descrip-tion. For example, given a signal Q tested by$if ((Q < 4) OR (Q > 7)) $then ..then the values from 3 to 8 inclusive, plus the \un-known" integer values, were applied to signal Q. Thetests for bit-valued signals were generated essentiallyexhaustively, and also included the \unknown" logicvalue (`X'). We started with the smaller PLAs in the

suite, those used to test basic Boolean operations oninteger comparisons. These were not only thoroughlytested, but the generated code was carefully scruti-nized so as to discover any aws in either theory orimplementation.Once we were convinced that the basic operationshad been correctly implemented, we tested more andmore complex descriptions which included multiplestates, \reset" conditions including simultaneous inte-ger and bit-signal tests, complicated IF � ELSIF �ELSIF� structures, and so forth. These were testedby examining the output values produced for di�erentsets of input values. The simulator code itself was notexamined directly for these cases, partly because wehad con�dence in the code generation from examiningthe smaller cases, and partly because the code gener-ated for the larger cases was very di�cult to inspectdirectly (Figure 7). The output values for a numberof representative cases were validated manually. How-ever, exhaustive tests (within the integer domains se-lected earlier) were carried out by comparison againstthe results of \brute force" computations derived fromthe original PLA descriptions. No discrepancies weredetected, although the compiler carried out some op-timizations which we had not anticipated.This integer-supporting state machine compiler isnow fully integrated into the GRTL register-transferdesign tool, so that it will be subjected to continualtesting by computer engineering students at the Lule�aInstitute of Technology in northern Sweden.5 OTDD Bit OrderingA specimen of behavioral simulation code emitted byGPLA is shown in Figure 7. On the one hand, wewould like to minimize the size of this code �le, sincethis reduces the compilation time for the code. Un-fortunately we were �nding that the most compactcode was not always the fastest at run-time. Run-time speed depends in part on the order in which thevarious comparisons are applied to the input vector.The earliest comparisons should in some sense havethe most impact. We found this concept di�cult toquantify, since it also involves the entropies of the indi-vidual input signals and these are in general not knownto GPLA. All of these factors must be considered whenchoosing the ordering of the bits used in the OTDDsas discussed in Section 3.Therefore our approach was empirical. We rea-soned that the signal having the most impact would bethe \current state" signal, so we placed those OTDD



grtl_pla starting:filename prefix: b12parsing completed: 0.09 secfirst pass completed: 0.07 secnumber of otdd bits: 15second pass completed: 15.73 secotdd pass completed: 0.34 seccompression completed: 0.00 sec 2 casescode text generated: 7.02 secwriting code file: b12.ccode file written: 0.26 secwriting symbstate file: b12.pla3symbstate file written: 6.70 secmemory nodes used: 44483grtl_pla successful: 30.24 sec total
Figure 8: Execution statistics on a Sun 4 ELC SPARC-
station for the compilingof the description derived from
case “b12” of the LGSynth93 MCNC benchmarks, for
output bit “o 6”. In this case the OTDD computations
to parse and combine input cubes account for most of
the time spent in the second pass, leaving little work
to do in the OTDD pass. Since this description con-
tains no integer signals, GPLA then emits the PLA as
disjoint cubes using symbolic state names into the file
“b12.pla3”.bits �rst; then came bits for other integer signals;�nally came the bits for binary signals. We then com-pared this against an ordering in which the bits forbinary signals came �rst, then the bits for non-stateintegers, then the bits for the input state. Surprisinglythe second ordering seemed to produce more e�cientcode, even though the text �les were somewhat larger.At the moment we are satis�ed with this result, butwe expect to repeat the experiments when we havegathered together a benchmark set containing largerdescriptions.6 ConclusionWe have reported the successful implementation ofa state machine language, supporting both Booleanand integer input and output signals. It detects erro-neous and ambiguous input descriptions, generates be-havioral simulation code, and emits non-compromisedoutput for the logic optimizer. Simulator code behavescorrectly in the presence of \unknown" input val-ues, because the implementation is based on OrderedTernary Decision Diagrams which explicitly treat the\unknown" case. We are still working on reducing the

size of the emitted simulation code (�gure 7) by usinga more direct emission of the OTDD. The current im-plementation is now fully integrated with the GRTLdesign environment [Jen91a] where its fast executiontimes are especially important.References[BC87] M. C. Browne and E. M. Clarke. SML - a High LevelLanguage for the Design and Veri�cation of FiniteState Machines. In Dominique Barrione, editor, FromHDL Descriptions to Guaranteed Correct Circuit De-signs, pages 269{292. Elsevier SciencePublishers B.V.(North-Holland), 1987.[Bry86] R. E. Bryant. Graph-Based Algorithms for BooleanFunction Manipulation. IEEE Transactions on Com-puters, C-35(8):677{691, August 1986.[Jen91a] G. Jennings. GRTL { a Graphical Platform forPipelined System Design. In Proceedings of the 1991European Conference on Design Automation (EDAC1991), pages 424{428, February 1991.[Jen91b] G. Jennings. Reversible Functional Simulation forDigital System Design. In Proceedings of the IEEE1991 Custom Integrated Circuits Conference (CICC'91), pages 8.2.1{8.2.4, May 1991.[L+88] M. Loughzail et al. Experience with the VHDL Envi-ronment. In Proceedings of the 25th Design Automa-tion Conference, pages 28{33, June 1988.


